Civil Plans

☐ Combined Fire Lane and Pedestrian Sidewalks: A detail of these signs must be provided within the civil plan detail sheet. Examples for the labeling of these signs include, but are not limited to:

- NO PARKING – FIRE LANE AND PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK – Ends in 150’ - NO TURNAROUND.
- NO PARKING – FIRE LANE AND PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK – Ends in 150’ - WITH TURNAROUND.
- NO PARKING – FIRE LANE AND PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK – CONNECTS TO “STREET NAME HERE”.

○ In addition to the standard MUTCD previously stated fire lane sign notes please include the following note below the detail:
  1. Signs must be shown on the right side of the entry point of any fire lane. This will assist responding fire crews in determining were the entry points of these types of surfaces are located.